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True Heading launches new GPS compass
True Heading AB (publ), listed at Swedish small cap exchange
Aktietorget has developed a new GPS compass, VECTOR CARBON, wich
will have a significant impact on navigation systems.
True Heading has developed a new GPS compass, VECTOR CARBON, which will
provide significant opportunities for performance improvements on several
systems on board pleasure craft or smaller commercial vessels such as a fishing
boat. VECTOR CARBON is based on the GPS solution VOLVO PENTA for its IPS
solutions and True Heading been initially to produce.
A GPS compass allows the radar overlay, autopilot and other navigation is
significantly stronger and safer and to avoid the magnetic compass problems with
declination and deviation. With an accuracy of 1 degree you are able to improve
its navigation significantly from current compass solutions that are normally
found on smaller boats and ships. Even today, True Heading a GPS compass
primarily intended to illuminate yrksesjöfarten which include installed on the
defense all combat ships and a number of Coast Guard and Maritime
Administration vessels. GPS Compass not only provides a very thorough course,
but also a very accurate position with high refresh rate which is important mainly
for fast boats. A complete positioning and heading sensor for safer and better
navigation.
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True Heading AB (publ), listed at the equity marketplace Aktietorget, is a world
leading company providing AIS solutions. AIS is a new technology and a safety
equipment for navigation. It forms a natural part of the onboard system for
navigation; in navigation, detection of other ships and during Search and Rescue
(SAR) if an accident has occured. In the near furture it will be possible to rescue a
man over board with AIS. True Heading is also proud distributor for FLIR,
HEMISPHERE and VESPER MARINE products in Sweden. More information at
www.trueheading.se

